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Issues Day Will Dominate Entire Campus

l!

mj^ited States Foreign Policy
^sja" is the topic for discusjn the first all-university
program scheduled for
Tuesday, March 15.
This program is instituted in
hope that the entire univermay
gather together to study
if1 of "contemporary social
aies
irtance." All regular classes
that day are cancelled and
jdents are exPected to attend
various discussion groups and
gates. Each student will rea card prior to the date of
program, assigning him to
ecific meeting places.

Reasons
The reasons for this program
many. The current and dyIflUC: issues facing the nation
list be brought to all academic
immunities, the centers of inlectual thought, and UOP is
exception in this case.
In addition, a common study
as this program suggests,
mid bring students and faculty
promoting
loser together,
ronger bond among the cluster
illege factions.
Furthermore,
e study program will be directly
rated by the students and
Iculty. Thus, they will come to"to learn from each
)ch

The schedule of events for
Vietnam Day as as follows:
9:00 — General assembly of
faculty and students of the uni
versity: Panel presentation of the
topic and the issues; Faculty and
students.

12:00 - 1:00 — All-university
picnic lunch: all living groups,
faculty and off-campus residents.
1:30 - 3:30
—
Discussion
groups: Same as morning groups.
4:00 — Formal speech from
visiting lecturer.
7:30 p.m. — Informal discus
sion session with visiting lec
turer.
The General Assembly will
feature selected faculty members
and students with their opinions
on the problems of U.S. Foreign
policy in Asia, the current state
of affairs, and other related
topics.
Discussions
Immediately following the
assembly are various discussion
groups, to which each student is
assigned.
These groups will
consist of approximately 20 stu
dents, with a faculty member and
student leader promoting the dis
cussion. The PSA is handling
the selection of these student

turtuin Up on 'Slow Dunce'

Chester Johnson, Al Falstreau,
d Rickey Hobin are the three
ding characters.
The play
H run two nights, Monday,
w. 13, and Wednesday, Mar.
i at 8 p.m. Tickets are 50
Us aind may be picked up the
!nt of the show.
Other plays to look for this
it include: "The Bad Seed",

There will be a few short train
ing sessions prior to the appoint
ed day, so that both faculty and
student leaders may be assured
of successful discussion group
sessions.
The students, them
selves, however, must come pre-

Picnic Lunch
Following the first discussion
session, weather permitting, an
all-university picnic lunch will be
held, to provide a break between
discussion groups.
A formal address by Professor
Robert A. Scalapino, chairman of
Department of Political Science,

See

10:30 - 12:00 — Discussion
groups: approximately
100
groups of 20 persons each.

billing' Scheduled in Studio;

The student directed Studio
leatre will open its 1967 season
March 13, with the producof William Hartley's play
Slow Dance on the Killing
round."
This contemporary
962) play will be directed by
y Hammer as part of his senior
"ama activity course.
The story is about a young
gro boy in Brooklyn with an
5- of 187 and a police record.
ie action takes place in a candy
>re.
The other two major
aracters are Mr. Glas, the
wish proprietor of the candy
>re, and a young pregnant girl,
t searching for an abortionist.

Section

pared, in order that these discussions may succeed.
Background reading for the
occasion will be printed and
circulated for each student, so
that he may become aware of the
issues at hand. In addition, the
Weekly will provide a brief sup
plement to the brochure with a
look at the problem through the
eyes of various campus faculty
and students. In this way, the
entire "university becomes in
volved in, and informed about
the issues to be faced."

leaders and any interested mem
bers should contact them as soon
as possible.

Ideal Husband", and "Walter
Mitty."
Play dates to be listed:
"Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground" — March 13 and 15
(Studio Theat.)
"An Ideal Husband" — April
5-8 and 12-15 (Playbox)

Reiter Is Best
Katherine Reiter is Pacific's
representative to Glamour maga
zine's national best-dressed col
lege girl contest.
Chosen in an all-school elect
ion held on Feb. 27, Kathy was
Kappa Alpha Theta's candidate.
Opposing her, was a slate of ten
girls representing all of the
women's living groups.
If Kathy is selected as a semifinalist or an honorable mention,
she will be flown to New York
this summer. There she will learn
grooming tips, meet celebrities
and participate in other exciting
activities.

1UOP-AM-FM radio staff members are picured here symbolically poised for take-off

VietNam

University of California, Ber
keley, will close the regulary
scheduled events of the day.
Professor Scalapino is an expert
on Aisa and author of Communist
Revolution in Asia. (1965). and
North Korea Today (1963), and
numerous papers and articles on
contemporary Asia.
His speech will serve as a con
clusion to the day's activities and
give individuals an opportunity
to examine and compare their
opinions with those of an expert.
Thus, the university fulfills its
purpose of uniting in the de
velopment and discussion of an
issue, lastly seeking information
from an outside source. "We
think about it first, then bring an
expert in," stated Dr. Mcllvenna.
The members of the Vietnam
Day planning committee include
(Continued on Page 4)
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Carson Resigns Post; Dept. Problem

. , .T*—I-v T W »
N ¥"•»*T
by JANELLE GOBBY
Dr. J. David Carson has re
signed his position as head of the
Biology department effective next
fall, Academic Vice President
Wallace Graves said yesterday.
He will continue on the teaching
staff, however.
For the last five years there has
been some conflict within the de
partment concerning philosophy
and teaching methods as evi
denced by letters to the editor
by Dr. Gerald Gates, formerly of
Pacific, and Dr. Harold Jacoby,
dean of College of the Pacific,
1964. The conflict seemingly cul
minated in the resignation of
Gates last spring.
Now, with the resignation of
Carson, the question again arises,
what about the Biology Depart
ment at Pacific? What are the
reactions of biology students to
the program?
One senior biology student
said, "The biology faculty lacks
leadership and
organization.
Adequate course offerings and
facilities are lacking. Over the
last few years, organization with
in the department has seemed to
have worsened. There are cer
tain obvious theoretical conflicts."
.

on new and unusual programing including
Wed. night Spotlight at 7 pm.
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The complaint about adequate
facilities is wide-spread. A fresh
man student just beginning her
biology studies stated definitely
that there are "no adequate fa
cilities," although she has "not
been around long enough to tell
about intra-departmental fric
tion."
A Sophomore biology minor
said, "The biology department
is really poor. It is run badly.
There is no agreement, and there
is lots of dissatisfaction among
the personnel. The whole depart
ment really isn't doing anything."
A graduate student agrees
that the department lacks dy-

* _
1
D
RVLIIF
namic
qualities
and
complained
that the department seems to
serve the rest of the school
rather than functioning strictly
as a biology department.

It would seem an honest con
clusion that there are definitely
difficulties within the department
that are making themselves felt
on students. The evidence seems
to indicate that they are prob
lems
of
comparatively
long
standing that have not ironed
themselves out.
(The Pacific Weekly will be ex
amining the situation from a fac
ulty and administrative view
point in upcoming issues.)

'Let Us Always Distinguish..
We face, in short, a test of our democracy. We
must not let the war in Vietnam poison our national
life, as Korea did briefly in the early fifties, or as Algeria
poisoned France in the early sixties. We have an oppor
tunity to prove our national maturity and show that we
can undertake a major effort abroad, as we did in the
Second World War, without wallowing in hysteria at
home (p. 117).
For whatever the outcome of the Vietnam debate
or of later debates that may darken our future, the
essential thing is to preserve mutual trust among our
selves as Americans. Let us remember that those who
take a different position — whether they want to evacu
ate Saigon or bomb Hanoi — may also be actuated by
honorable and patriotic motives — may, whatever their
degree of error, still have a genuine concern for peace
and freedom. Let us always distinguish between dis
agreement and disloyalty, opposition and treason. Let
us never forget that complicated problems can be resolv
ed only by reasoned analysis; and that the insistence
on reason is the final hope of democratic society. If we
remember this, in whatever direction our decisions and
destiny take us, we can preserve and cherish our funda
mental unity of purpose as Americans (p. 126).
-—from The Bitter Heritage by Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
(reprinted in part here with permission of the author)
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UC Doing Big Day Too
According to the Daily Californian, the all campus issues day
is not an idea unique to UOP.
It reports the following:
The idea for something akin
to a college "Be-in" has sprung
from the mind of Academic Sen
ate Chairman Jules Grossman
and is germinating in many areas
of the campus.
Grossman plans a massive con
ference with all faculty members
and students to discuss issues
ranging from the Experimental
College and curriculum change to
the draft and Vietnam.
Classes
the two
seminars,
sion, and

might be let out for
day "get-together" of
mass meetings, discus
speeches sometime this

spring.
The Academic Senate voted
Tuesday to poll the faculty on

GIFTS

what it thought of the ideal and
the topics to be considered.
In an introduction attached to
the faculty poll, Grossman pro
posed topics that could be dis
cussed in
the
student-faculty
conference:
• Student programs such as
CIP, EC, Tutorial Program, and
work-study;
• General Education changes;
• Student participation in the
decision-making of the college;
® The college's role in social
questions such as the draft, Viet
nam, or the War on Poverty;
• Pass-fail grading;
® Advantages and disadvan
tages of quarter system teaching
and how courses could be chang
ed to fit the new system.
If the faculty responds favor
ably to the conference idea, a
planning committee of students
and faculty members will be set
up.

PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES
•

'i

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

Pick One Sound
Ten entertainment groups are
vying for the Pacific Mardi Gras
spot.
Students are invited to
choose the one they prefer.
The entertainers include The
Kingsmen, Buffalo Springfield1,
The Daily Flash, The Electric
Prunes, The Loves, Grass Roots,
The Standells, The Hondells,
Roger Collins, and The Safaries.
Preference notes should be
addressed to Mardi Gras Enter
tainment and left at the PSA
office today and tomorrow.

MUSIC BOX
ONE WEEK ONLY!

Classical
RECORD
SPECTACULAR
STOCKTON'S GREATEST SELECTION!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nonesuch
Turnabout
Meca
Hellodor
Richmond (reg)
Parliament
VanguardEveryman
• Westminster
(collection series)
• Crossroads

>

Amendments to Constitution Proposed)
Next week's election will con
sider these amendments to the
PSA Constitution:
Ammendment # 1
Article IV Section 2 Clause 3
shall read:
The Senate must convene by
the second week in May, the
Senators having been previously
elected between the 15 th of
March and the 15 th of April con
currently with the election of the
Student Body Officers.
Article II Section 4 Clause 2 C
shall read:
The regular election of the
Executive Officers shall be held
between the 15th of March and
the 15th of April.
Ammendment # 2
Article II Section 2 shall be
ammended:

The word "all" shall be stricken
from the first
sentence.
Clause 5: Previous to his elec
tion the Treasurer must be re
viewed and declared competent
by the Supreme Court of the
P.S.A.
Ammendment # 3
The Constitution shall be
ammended:
The name "Pacific Weekly"
shall be changed to read "the
Pacific student Newspaper"
where ever it appears in the con
stitution.
Ammendment
Clause # 1
tion 9 shall
Clause 2 shall

# 4
of Article IX Sec
be stricken and
become Article IX

Section 9
Ammendment # 5
Article IV Section 5, Clause 9

B shall be stricken.
Article II Section 4 Q
-lause
shall read:

Members
of
the
ExecuJ,# nu
Cabinet are the elected offiCets
o
y
the Executive Board, the p,
L-0t i
munications
Commissioner ( o Ie
die Social Affairs Commission* 0c
the elected representative 0f
Associated; Student Associate
and the National Student sm
ciation Coordinator

A

Article III Section 4 Clause 2
shall read:
The N.S.A. Coordinator slv ktl
be elected at the regular electjc [re? 1°
of the Executive Officers.
If there are any questiot
about any of the ammendme
please contact one of the StudCB
Body Officers or the members r ^
the Senate.

11

Pacific's Pregnant Satire Mag—CCR
The premier publishing of the
Calaveras Cultural Review (CCR)
filled a long standing void on the
Pacific campus.
The humorsatire magazine is a first
for the
current student population.
Subtitled, "The Voice of the
U O P Student R e v o l t (The
What?)," CCR strives to negate
the situation implied in the edi
torial cover cartoon: Pacific's own
brand of the proverbial monkey
trio, Burns, Betz and the PSA,
squat side by side voluntarily
blind, deaf and dumb.
HEALTHY EFFORT
As a voice for student revolt,
CCR could have a pregnant fu
ture. It is the peak year of the

spreading movement which Dean
of Chapel, Larry Meredith,
traces realistically in this first
issue. His comment about CCR
is "a healthy first
effort."
But will the CCR remain
healthy?
This question plagues
the six-man staff. Frank Strauss,
chief editor and "Big Grouch,"
briefly outlined the difficulties.
All stem mainly from a lack of
funds and1 the possibility that the
future influx of printable contri
butions will be too small.
Student reaction to this initial
attempt was favorable.
Within
three days after CCR's release on
the COP campus all of the 200
available copies were sold . Com-

mants were predominantly flatte
ing.
Of special interest was the le
ter from a Michigan State Un
versity student vividly describe

0

his experience on a "trip." Oni
co-ed explained why she was in Hub
pressed with the article:
sounded authentic. Like som
thing that would possibly ha|
pen. Other things I have reai
felt padded."
The CCR certainly is noi-:l
padded. The first
issue consis
of a bare 16 pages printed
only one side.
Over half
these pages are devoted to tl 1
LSD letter. The staff admits I 1
deficiencies, but aims for in $
provement.
Strauss allows th: '
the writing does not, perhap
appear professional, but pleasin
literary critics is not the objecti
of the magazine. The goal is
provide a voice for the contri
versies and interests of the Pi
cific populace. As far as acta
ing this objective, the first isst
of the CCR may be describe
surely as "a healthy first
effort,

Itlc1

Spring Dance
I

Covell College

•at:

it.'

9-1
STEREO
OR MONO

RECORDS • GUITARS • PHONOGRAPHS

f(MLC

Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty AdvlC{
— We Feature —Revelon — Bonnie Bell

•

PH. 478-1081

r

r.

Helena Rubinstein—AllecreeI#
Dorothy Gray—Max Factoj,

— Fragrances —Shalimar — Faserg
k
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpege — Jean Nate
tlf
Worth — Madame Rocha?

9 3 6 1 1 " P r o f e s s i o n a l Prescript'° n
RADIOS > SHEET MUSIC • ACCESSORIES

WEBERSTOWN

a

'

SPECIALISTS'
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VIETNAM SUPPLEMENT — UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Our Government Can Be Wrong
by Dr. Donald H. Grubbs
Assist. Professor of History

yoll must realize, to begin
jj, that our government can be
„a Once admit that rpossi•ons.
.
.
.
|jty) once begin to examine the
jjence without prior certainty
t we are always the truth-tellfreedom-bringing
Good
uySj and strange things begin
happen to your convictions.

that we are resisting aggression,"
so you check up on that, and you
discover that this war began with
indigenous religious-based op
position to Ngo Dinh Diem, ev
entually denounced as a tyrant
by even the American interests
that put him in power; you find
that we never claimed that there
were any significant numbers of
North Vietnamese in the South
until after we began bombing

First ,you find yourself asking
•to ll,ether we are really fighting
tit f freedom in Viet Nam, and
turn to anything that has
qtt3jLen written about the war —
Mm, peat, anything, absolutely any:$ji jng — and you find
to your
tnUj tonishment that "our freedomv[ng South Vietnamese allies"
actually a troupe of North
jetnamese generals like Premier
Iguyen Cao Ky (who has both
claimed and carried into efct his hero - worship of Adolf
[itler), absentee landlords who
r:
icket our aid money and bank
in Switzerland, and a conript army which runs away
cry chance it gets — one out
every five of them managed
escape last year, a new record.

0

Next, you hear Lyndon, Dean,
Hubert solemnly assuring you

PSA President Jim Hughes
eaking for himself, not the
niversity — signed his name to
letter which was delivered to
esident Johnson on December
. One hundred student leaders
om across the nation joined
lughes in an effort — which
few front page coverage by The
ew York Times — to report
at significant and growing
imbers of our contemporaries
e deeply troubled about the
isture of their government in
|etnam."

"These are people", the letter
plained, "as devoted to the
institution, to the democratic
iff 'ocess, and to law and order as
ere their fathers and brothers
ho served willingly in the two
'orld Wars and in Korea."
Among the points made:
® "There is doubt that Amerii's vital interests are sufficiently
ireatened in Vietnam to necessilfe
the growing committment
lere."
® "There is doubt that a war
hich may devastate much of the

their half of the country; and
perhaps you wonder why the
50,000 or so Northerners who
have come South in response to
our bombing are "aggressors"
while our 350,000 soldiers are
"defenders of freedom."
Or perhaps you hear that the
Viet Cong are evil because they
use terrorism against collabor
ators with the invaders. The Irish
Republic Army and the Irgun
Leumi used terrorism against the
British; the French Resistance
used it against the Nazis; the
Algerian freedom fighters
used
it against the French; we drop
napalm, phosphorus, and frag
mentation bombs on whole vil
lages of Vietnamese; so, if the
Viet Cong seem brutal to you,
please make some intelligent
comparisons.

Finally, you hear how desper
ately our beloved President wants
peaceful negotiations. All of our
major wire services reported, on
January 14 and 31, 1966, that in
response to our 1965-66 bombing
pause Hanoi pulled back all its
troops from contact with ours;
and, again, all our major ser
vices reported on February 2 and
4, 1967, that Hanoi launched "a
major diplomatic campaign" for
peace in response to "an Ameri
can-instigated proposal for di

rect discussions to end the war"
after our most recent bombing
pause. But, with all this having
appeared on our front pages, our
cowboy friend in Washington
has the gall to tell us that he
wants peace.
Even a mass murderer must be
proven guilty beyond a reason
able doubt before we execute
him; are you sure, beyond a
reasonable doubt, that defending
the Saigon generals is worth your
life?

It was recently reported that
Senators Everett Dirksen and
Charles Percy (R-I1L) had called
simultaneously last month for
the resumption of US bombing
over North Vietnam after the
latest truce had been extended
for one day. In direct response

to the PACIFIC WEEKLY, Scott
Cohen, Percy's executive assist
ant, wrote that the report was
erroneous; the "statement should
have been attributed solely to
Senator Dirksen, who partici
pated in the same press confer
ence."
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countryside can lead to the stable
and prosperous Vietnam we once
hoped our presence would help
create."
® "There is considerable con
cern about apparent contradic
tions in the American position on
certain points basic to any efforts
to negotiate a settlement"—i.e.un
conditional negotiation and full
participation by the Vietcong as
an independent party.
• "Finally, Mr. President, we
must report a growing sense . . .

that too often there is a wide dis
parity between American state
ments about Vietnam and Ameri
can actions there."
The widely-reported writing
also stated that "continued esca
lation cannot be justified by the
failure of the other side to ne
gotiate."
The original ideas for this pro
ject grew out of debate last sum
mer at the annual congress of the
National Student Association.

All-University Study Day
Next Wednesday, March 15,
all members of the campus com
munity will gather to observe the
first annual All-University Study
Day. All regularly scheduled
classes and labs are cancelled.
This spring's topic is "US
Foreign Policy in Asia."
Student assignment to one
of the hundred discussion groups
— each to be led by one student
with the assistance of one fac-

ulty member — will be made
through living groups.
Offcampus students will be expected
to pick up their assignment sheets
on Monday in the gymnasium.
Each students will also receive
a booklet of background mater
ial which has been compiled by
select members of the faculty, in
cluding Dr. Ray Mclllvenna,
Dr. Donald H. Grubbs and Wal
ton A. Raitt.

riscoe: We Cannot Start Over Now
by Dr. JERRY B. BRISCOE
Assist. Professor
of Social Sciences
Negotiate? This attractive
°gan could mean to negotiate
' keep what we have won
•rough two years of intensive
gluing so that a South Vietna•tse government could organize
self to survive, but it could also
lean to negotiate for the withtaWal of US troops from Vietatn, and for the end of
any
•ilitary resistance to the Hanoiforces.
^he United States would be
°°lish to accept the second
leaning in view of the fact that
e
r have lost such large numbers
troops just to buy time and to

prevent the loss of Vietnam. We
cannot start over now. Too many
Vietnamese have trusted our
word. Too many Asian leaders
have been impressed with the
fact that the word of a United
States representative carries the
promise of substantial persistance, even when the fighting
be
comes difficult.
If negotiation is desirable, one
must ask what is the "position
from which we could negotiate
later? France had a position from
which to negotiate in 1954, but
she forfeited any control over
Asian events by pulling out her
troops. Now she is on the side
lines offering good advice, but
who wishes to negotiate with her?

If we showed the slightest sign
that we could not back our state
ments with force, we, too, would
be in this position.
Our objectives in Vietnam are
limited and moderate, involving
only the retention of a govern
ment which has not been sub
verted by force.
Since the last major teach-in
here at the University in May,
1965, the United States has of
fered at least three bombing
pauses without receiving the least
indication from Hanoi or the
NLF that it would pause to come
to an agreement. In these cir
cumstances I would urge negotia
tion, not upon Washington, but
upon Hanoi.

(UPI Photo)
Dong Tre, South Vietnam: PFC Benjamin Booth of Conway, S. C.,
a member of the US 1st Cavalry Division, gives water to a Viet
namese child wounded during an American advance against
the Viet Cong in Operation Nathan Hale here June 22nd.
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Puritanism vsHumamism I
Senior, Political Science
The Arrogance of Power, a. phychological and humanistic in
terpretation of American foreign policy, is a lucid dissent, at worst
Utopian and at best insightful and compelling, by the Chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, J. William Fulbright.
There are two Americas: the America of Puritanism and the
America of Humanism. Communism has aroused the strand of
Puritanism, "causing us to see principles where there are only in
terests and conspiracy, where there is only misfortune".
SIMULTANEOUS POLICY
American foreign policy is simultaneously hostile to commu
nism and sympathetic to nationalism. The United States, while think
ing itself revolutionary, is essentially non-revolutionary; thus, when
nationalism becomes closely associated with revolution (which always
attracts some communist support) or communism (the genuinely na
tionalist communist movement in Vietnam), our foreign policy is be
fuddled.
Senator Fulbright urges that "when the two are encountered in
close association, it is in our interest to accept a communist govern
ment rather than to undertake the cruel and all but impossible task
of suppressing a genuinely national movement."
He dismisses the image of a lurking, solidified communist con
spiracy by explaining the evil in communism not in its doctrine—
which is Utopian—but in its messianic zeal, which he interprets as a
stage of revolution which will abate as it has already in the Soviet
Union. It is aggression, not communism, which endangers us.
It is logical "that the existence of a strong communist state which
poses a barrier to expansion by an aggressive communist power may
be more desirable from the viewpoint of American interests, than a
weak non-communist state whose very weakness forms a vacuum
which invites conquest or subversion."
GREATEST DANGER
The United States perceives China as the greatest danger to
Southeast Asia, but we know nothing about her and she knows noth
ing about us. One day in the British House of Lords, Lord Kennet
rose, saying: "Those two countries understand each other so little.
America speaks' all of peace but bombs China's neighbor. China
watches her actions and ignores her words. China speaks all of war,
but there is not a single Chinese soldier outside of China. America
listens to her words, and ignores her actions."
The United States is immeasurably powerful and unusually be
nevolent, but it lacks the wisdom and the restraint of a truly great
nation. Fulbright urges that we revive our humanism. We must,
as the strongest nation in the world, assume the responsibility of
offering a friendly, not insistent hand while allowing nations to re
tain their dignity and incentive by leaving them alone.
Certainly the United States must lead in the reconciliation with
the East and reunification of Europe with constructive competition
and projects of direct cooperation. But it must also put its own
house in order, striking a balance between domestic and foreign
policy, as other nations must put their own house in order.
Archibald MacLeish has suggested that much of the idealism
and inspiration is disappearing from American policy, but he adds
that it is retrievable: "What has always held this country together
is an idea — a dream if you will — a large and abstract thought of
the sort the realistic and sophisticated may reject but mankind can
hold to."
SUGGESTED READINGS
Fall, Bernard B., Viet-Nam Witness: 1953-66, Praeger, 1966.
Fulbright, Senator J. William, The Arrogance of Power, Random
House, 1966.
Goodwin, Richard N., Triumph or Tragedy: Reflections on Viet
nam, Random House, 1966.
Halberstam, David, The Making of a Quagmire, Random House,
1965.
Horowitz, David, The Free World Colossus (Critique of Ameri
can Foreign Policy in the Cold War), Hill and Wave, 1965.
Lacouture, Jean, Vietnam: Between Two Truces, Random House,
1966.
The Legality of US Participation in the Defense of Viet-Nam,
Department of State Publication 8062, March 1966.
Lens, Sydney A., The Futile Crusade (Anti-Communism as
American Credo), Quadrangle Books, 1964.
Morganthau, Hans J., Vietnam and the United States, Public
Affairs Press, 1965.
Raskin, Marcus G. and Fall, Bernard B., eds., The Viet-Nam
Reader: Articles and Documents on American Foreign Policy
and the Viet-Nam Crisis, Vintage Books, 1965.
Scheer, Robert, How the US Got Involved in Vietnam, a report
to the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1965.
Schlesinger, Jr., Arthur M., The Bitter Heritage, Houghton-Miff
lin Co., 1967.
Schurmann, Franz with Peter Dale Scott and Reginald Zelnick,
The Politics of Escalation in Vietnam, Fawcett Publications,
1966.
Shaplen, Robert, The Lost Revolution: The US in Vietnam, 19461966, Harper Si Row, 1966.
Taylor, General Maxwell D., Response and Responsibility, Harper
8i Row, 1967.
The Vietnam Hearings, Vintage Books, 1966.
Warner, Denis, The Last Confucian (Vietnam, Southeast Asia and
the West), Penguin Books, Ltd., 1964.

Dissatisfaction

Sfudell,s Reje(t Rllskj Ask

by PAULA XANTTOPOULOS
The student letter (see other
story Page A) questioning
many aspects of the Vietnam
War which was delivered to Presi
dent Johnson on December 29
has led to a meeting with Sec
retary of State Dean Rusk, in
creased dissatisfaction, and a sec
ond letter to the President.
Within a week, the initial writ
ing was answered — in sevenpage fashion — by Rusk, who
tediously reiterated American
foreign policy in Vietnam in be
half of the President.
"In short," he wrote, "we are
involved in Viet-Nam because we
known from painful experience
that the minimum condition for
order on our planet is that ag
gression must not be permitted
to succeed. For when it does
succeed, the consequence is not
peace, it is the further expansion
of aggression."
In conclusion the Secretary
pointed out that, "only history
will be able to judge the wisdom
and the full meaning of our
present course — in all its di
mensions."
Finally, Rusk suggested that
a representative group of the
signatories — the total endorse
ment had grown to 200 — meet
with him in Washington.
A delegation of 38 did so on
January 30.
The group had voted to have
that discussion "off the record".
This technically meant that Rusk
would not be quoted directly or
else he was free to deny anything
which was quoted.
According to the editor of the
Yale Daily News, however, Rusk
said nothing new of any impor
tance. He began, in fact, by
passing out copies of the govern
ment's famed Fourteen Points
and "referred to them constant
ly-"
"It was our interpretation,"
Editor Strobe Talbot added, "of
this briefing that Hanoi must
take the iniative in opening doors
to a peace conference. This seems
to mean that North Vietnam will
have to recall a major portion of
its troops before the US will feel
that it can safely make concesssions of its own."
"Rusk referred more than once
to Munich, Korea, and the les
sons of World War II as corrob
oration of his belief that the US
must demonstrate that an American security committment is no
bluff."
In its report to all of the par
ticipating students the committee
wrote that it was "the unanimous

conclusion of those who attend
ed the meeting that the Secretary
had not answered our questions
satisfactorily and that it was nec
essary that our dialogue with the
government be continued."
The student leaders — presi
dents and editors—have written
a second letter to the President
voicing this dissatisfaction; they
released it on Washington's
Birthday.
Among the doubts:
© "We are concerned about
what appears to be a conflict be
tween our objective of a nego
tiated settlement and other state
ments of government officials" —
referring to Vice-President Hum.
iphrey's statement "that partici
pation of the Vietcong would be
like 'letting a fox into a chicken
coop
We feel that our country
may be caught in an inexorable
drift toward a military solution
of the war instead of a negotiat
ed peace."
® "We would also be grateful
to know if you agree that a desion to press the fighting
until
the other side is ready to quit
risks the consequences of a re
verse domino theory."

lor LB|

• "In any event, we are
vinced that the military
of a continuing war woul/
compounded by increasing co
plications at home."
© "The most effective
demonstrate such good faith n
well be to accept the proposa|
the Secretary - "General" (0f
•th
United Nations).
• "We believe that only
talking with you directly can
final answers to our question
answered about the directic
of United States Policy in Vi
nam.
An executive committee f i t
been set up to coordinate the u k
formation among the colli.
Four places are held by heads
student government at the Unie
sity of North Carolina at Chap
Hill, Harvard, Sarah Lawrenc nt
and Amherst. The fifth membe W 13
is the editor of the Yale Dail Id
PSA President Jim Hughes- bo
one of the original participaJ 1 is
— wishes to emphasize that th < ,
role of the National Student As. e
sociation has been minimal to th
situation. "The only way NS B
was involved in this," he sai n n
"is in the place where we fit
met."

Sol Stern, assistant managing editor of RAMPARTS MAGAZINE
and author of "NSA-CIA," recently explained that his staff
their political differences not withstanding, shares a single 'tit
perspective and philosophy. They are devoted to exposing Uter
the gaps, often wide, between public posture and actual hap* tott
pening.

Vietnam Claims Eighth Correspondent

Bernard B. Fall recently be
came the eighth news correspond
ent to die in Vietnam. Fall was
killed by a boobytrap last month
while covering an operation with
US marines just twelve miles
from the northern coastal city of
Hue.
The forty-year-old historian
and authority on Vietnam had
been a professor of International
Relations at Howard University
in Washington, DC. Despite the
fact that his articles and books
were often critical of US policies,

he had lectured at the Pentagon
and the US War College.
As a Fulbright Scholar from
his native Vienna, Fall earned
his M.A. in political science at
Syracuse University in 1952. He
then went to Indochina in order
to do field research for his doc
torate; he often accompanied
French troops into combat and
was present to record the Battle
of Dien Bien Phu where the
French met overwhelming defeat
in 1954.
Fall s last book — one of five

on Indochina — concerned th
battle and was entitled Hell
a Very Small Place. In that bo
Fall wrote that France vf
nearly received substantial &
tary aid from the US, but th'
that effort was effectively blocks
by Congressional action tvhio
was led, in part, by Senator Lfr
don B. Johnson.
Bernard Fall was said to b3V
been the only Westerner to bav
done field research in the Co"
munist zones of Vietnam f3'
cording to the San Francis
Examiner).
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opics: The Seat Behind The Pillar

ARCHIBALD MacLEISH

fought the greatest victory in mil
itary annals that no one but the
professional
H o1 y
V^arriors
could take it seriously.
The Truman Doctrine was
justified by the Marshall Plan,
which had a creative and char
acteristically American purpose
of its own, but nothing could
justify the worldwide wall of
Foster Dulles — nothing in American history at least. And
see we merely smiled at SEATO
and the rest and let the protest
goThat, however, was back be
fore the sixties. Now that the
better half of a new decade has
pushed its predecessor into the
past the perspective alters. Mc

Copyr'ght '^67 by the New York
ies Company, reprinted by permis-

fqllj iniinj ffistory, like a badly constructconcert hall, has occasional
d spots where the music can't
:aa
heard. Everything in the
f«
ted States today — the bore°Posi , p of the young, the numbness
'
the arts and the ineptitude of
, politicians — indicates that
Olllj
are caught in one of them,
j matter how we crane our
t-lcs and cock our ears we seem
iable to catch the tune.
The reason, I think, is fairly
tjr. We can't make out the
ne of the time because we are
ill back behind it in the nine;| en-fifties with the dilapidated
ilk of "Anti-Communism" alifiinst our faces. If we could
:Ci Iing ourselves to look around,
awrt might occur to us that we are
e.°;
**
lot. whatever the ushers may
ve told us, in the best seat in
house.
Easier to Laugh Then
Some, of course, have already
jticed. Even fifteen
years ago
en the place was first proposed
few protested "Antiimmunism", which meant Mc[arthy at home and Containment
iroad, looked like a queer lo
tion for the United States, a
tion not previously given to
patting in the lee of anything.
But fifteen years ago the whole
tate of the Union was so preSterous it seemed easier to
lugh. McCarthy, for all the
ise he made and harm he did
d pain he inflicted, was a comic
whose monsterous revela|ons of treason in the Departlent of State and disloyalty by
e noblest American soldier of
e century kept blowing up in
face like a clown's balloons.
And as for the Containment,
'hich meant the redefinition of
American purpose in the
forld as the negation and denial
the Russian purpose, it was
palpably inappropriate to a
untry which had just planned
d engineered and supplied and

II

Professor of Humanities

Any comment on the Polish
Action to the war in Vietnam
eeds to be set in the framework
f several crucial facts.
First of all, it should be re'tmbered that the Poles lost 22
er cent — over six million — of
leir population during their defat and occupation by the Nazi
3rces during 1939-1945.
This
°es not include the wounded,
le
partial, long-term debilit"ons among the people over the
ejrs. In short, no country or its
e°ple suffered more terribly or
B^tipletely than did Poland dur*g World War II.
WAR TRAUMA
The surprising and dominant
^Pression I have in Poland is
a people who are still suffer'8 war trauma, and the sense of
°rld War II still hangs heavily
11 'fie air.
One sees it in many reminders:
d buildings are still pock^'ked from bomb bursts and arery fi ;
virtually every street
re
las
a memorial marking the

With the result that what was
preposterous in the fifties
has
become tragic in the sixties.
Where the question fifteen years
ago was why in the name of
sanity and common sense the American revolution of indepen
dence and self-government which
was redrafting the map of Africa
and shaping a new society in In
dia and Japan should be betrayed
at home — turned into a mere

Qui Nhon, South Vietnam: A Vietnamese
mother and her children wade across a river
to escape US aircraft bombs during a strike
on their village near here, recently. The air

:ulbright
by Dr. SY M. KAHN

Carthy has disappeared — but
only to be replaced by the ap
parently ineradicable reek of McCarthyism. And Containment has
turned into the disaster implicit
in it from the start — the dis
aster of Vietnam.

counter-revolution to the Rus
sian, a static and defensive state
of negation and neurosis and
downright fear — the question
today is a soberer question.
It is the question whether an
unachievable victory in Vietnam
is preferable to an unthinkable
defeat or an unthinkable defeat
to an unachievable victory.
Which is not precisely intel
lectual progress, but does throw
light upon the cause of our pre
dicament. It was not when we
began to escalate the war in Viet
nam or even when we first
de
cided to fight
it ourselves that
the sad mistake was made. It was
made when we allowed our
selves to be frightened into

(UPI Photo by KYOICHI SAWADA)
raid attempted to knock out Viet Cong snip
ers who were firing on US marines from the
village. Women and children were removed
from the hamlet before the attack began.

"Anti-Communism" as a national
policy and posture.
Our inveolvement in Vietnam
is our inheritance from Contain
ment and McCarthy. And it is
for that reason more than any
other that we get so little sym
pathy from Europe. For it has
long been obvious to European
intelligence, even including the
intelligence of the Vatican, that
"Anti-Communism" is dead as
a policy and worse than dead as
an intellectual position.
The past cannot, of course, be
revised, but there is something
to be said for recognizing what it
was and where it has left us and
what our actual situation is.
When, in a hypothetically sane
universe, a problem proves unsoluble by the exercise of sanity,
it is usually because it has been
stated in mistaken terms.
No Policy at All
Vietnam is insoluble as a mil
itary conundrum: an unachiev
able victory is neither better nor
worse than an unthinkable de
feat — it is merely equally un
thinkable, though for different
reasons. Conceivably, therefore,
the problem of Vietnam should
not be posed in military terms but
in different terms: terms which
would recognize the error of the
fifties and move us out from be
hind the obstructing column.
Once we recognize as a nation
that "Anti-Communism", like all
the rest of the anti-isms, is not an
effective policy or, indeed, a pol
icy at all — once we recognize
as a nation that the only defense
against the purposes of others is a
better purpose of our own we may
possibly regain the freedom of
action we have been progressively
losing ever since Vietnam began
if not since Foster Dulles.
After all, we have a better
purpose of our own. It is now
evident to anyone who cares to
see that it is the Revolution of
1776, not the Revolution of 1917,
which is providing the dynamism
of the waking world from the
west coast of Africa to the island
of Japan.

ft •!
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Scholar Reports Polish Sympathies

slaughter of Polish citizens by
exterminating Nazi forces; vir
tually every museum displays its
grotesque and broken and elo
quent momentos of war; and
Auschwitz, now a museum, but
the death camp of four million
people, attests to the unbelieveable and soul-withering horror
and bestiality of the Nazi invader
—the worst of so many such
camps in Poland.
Further, scores of books coming
off the government presses deal
verbally and pictorially with the
war, as do a great number of old
and recent Polish movies.
In short, the consciousness of
war, in which no Polish family
has escaped casualties, is alert
and sensitive here in a way un
like any country I have ever
been in.
CONSTANT REMINDER
What I am suggesting is that
the Poles don't like war, and
they have the best reason for not
liking it. They live with the con
stant and close-up reminders that
war is a horror and death-pro
ducing human activity. Modern
Warsaw, let it also be remember

ed, is built on the ruins of a War
saw 90 per cent destroyed in 1944
by the Nazis who put down the
Polish Uprising of that year with
a loss to the Poles of 250,000
casualties.
Now let's consider a few more
facts.
Poland is alligned with the
Eastern Bloc countries and with
Russia. There is only one polit
ical party in Poland and it has
about 2 million adherents — of
ficially.
This part of the world
is pro-North Vietnam, and the
official attitude is anti-American,
specifically anti-Vietnam War.
The newspapers reveal this at
titude daily, and American bomb
ings always make headlines here,
and, of course, in unflattering
terms. In the Polish newsreels
I have seen captured American
soldiers and pilots, weary and
crying, and pictures of hardfighting
North
Vietnamese
troops.

DEVASTATING DISPLAY
Further, in one store front I've
seen a devastating display in
which stills of Nazi brutality are

paralleled by stills of American
troops in Vietnam.
In a school where I lectured
and attended an English Depart
ment party I saw a poster — Pol
ish poster art is among the best
in the world -— in which is de
picted a dove, wearing a US
army helmet, flying
over a red
landscape. The belly of the dove
is a bomb bay, and a stick of
bombs is falling from the
bomber-dove.
Meanwhile, the
dove is saying, "Peace."
Now all of this is of a clearly
propagandistic nature and has
official sanction and encourage
ment. Thus, the people here are
against the war, and officially
are against American participa
tion in Vietnam and pro-North.
However, the official word and
picture are not the last word
on the whole picture, though I
am in no position to judge the
percentage. Let me share, at this
point, some personal impressions.
POLISH AMBIVALENCE
More than any other Eastern
Bloc country, Poland is ambiva
lent toward the West. Geogra
phically caught between East and

West, and with a long historical
involvement with Western Eur
ope, and with huge, past immi
gration to America by Poles,
there are many reasons that the
Polish people should have both
interest and sympathy with the
West, and specifically with America.
Much official and unofficial,
individual aid and good will
moves from West to East, and it
is reciprocated in various ways.
Further, the Poles are not en
amoured of the Russians, gen
erally speaking.
Political jokes are common in
Poland, and are frequently antiRussian. A sample: The Rus
sians have bred a cow with a
long neck. Why? So it can feed
in Poland but be milked in Rus
sia!
Of course, my knowledge is
limited, but I have an impression
that on a man-to-man basis, the
Poles are more disposed to be
friendly and admiring of"Ameri
cans than of Russians, and that
if the truth be known, a certain
on—going disenchantment and
(Continued on Page D)

ill

Napalm, and its horrible companion, white phosphorus, liqui-^
v dize young flesh and carve it into grotesque forms. The little <
[ figures are afterward often scarcely human in appearance, and one J
tcannot be confronted with the monstrous effects of the burning^
(without being totally shaken. Perhaps it was due to a previous(
[lack of direct contact with the war, but I never left the tiny vie-J
(tims without losing composure. The initial urge tp reach out and,
[soothe the hurt was restrained by the fear that the ash-like skin<
[would crumble in my fingertips.
—from "The Children of Vietnam" by
William F. Pepper, Ramparts, January 1967

Raitt:Old Myths Bankrupt
By WALTON A. RAITT
Assist. Prof, of Political Science
That President Johnson should
make his first
presidential trip
outside North America to Asia
rather than Europe suggests sym
bolically that the "era of the
Pacific" has arrived. But such
an era has a long prelude which
goes back before the US Consti
tution came into being.
The first
clipper ship, "The
Empress of China", sailed from
New York in 1784 bound for
Canton in search of trade mar
kets and profits.
Missionaries
were to follow to "evangelize the
world" in a generation.
The "flag" followed in 1854
with Commodore Perry's "Black
Fleet" forcing the "opening" of
Japan, while free-lance American
military officers took part in the
massive Taiping Rebellion in
China. US forces joined others
in the military intervention over
the Boxer Rebellion in 1900.
UNDERSTANDINGS
The turn of the century found
the US an Asian imperial power
with the annexation of the Philip
pines. Forced to protect her in
terests there, "understandings"
with Japan, agreed to by Secre
taries of State Taft and Root,
lead to Japan's annexation of
Korea. An "Open Door" policy
for China, proclaimed after dec-
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ades of British practice, was al
ready irrevelant. Spheres of in
fluence, business and trade con
cessions, and naval bases were al
ready the reality on the Chinese
American myth-building had
already begun — the myth that
once proclaimed, our ideals and
principles would become norma
tive and operative for Asian
affairs, and the rest of the world
for that matter. As a leading
scholar-diplomat states it:
The tendency to achieve our
foreign policy objectives by in
ducing other governments to
sign up to professions of high
moral and legal principle appears
to have a great and enduring vi
tality in our diplomatic practice.
... In the Far Eastern field this
diplomatic device seems to have
achieved the status of a basic
diplomatic method." (George F.
Kennan, American Diplomacy:
1900-1950, p. 44).
World War II came to the US
by way of Japan, the first
modernized, westernized Asian
nation. It concluded with the
dropping of A-bombs on Asians
and the first military occupation
of Japan, and this by a Western
power. But that war's conclusion
also left the US deeply involved
in a raging civil war in China, the
outcome of which was perhaps
the most traumatic experience in
the history of American diplomacy.
The defeat of the Americansupported Chiang forces by the
Communists represented the re
jection of America's "sentimental
affair" with the Chinese and so
injured her pride that all subse
quent policies have been affected
by it.
America's frustration was only
the more exacerbated by the nondecisive conclusion of the Ko
rean war.
An understanding of the im
pact of such background de
velopments may suggest an im
portant perspective for contem
porary issues. It may be that
America's response to Asian
Communism (read: China's evo-
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Studio Theatre

Our Man in Warsaw

(Continued from Page C)
criticism of Communist policies
make for some pro-American
feeling.
BASIC ABHORRENCE
Unofficially, some Poles may
very well be more sympathetic
with our policy in Vietnam than
they are able to say or express,
though never should one forget
the basic abhorrence of war in
the first place.
Also, although there are occa
sional demonstrations at the American Embassy here, and the
propaganda mills steadily grind,
the Vietnam war is a rather re
mote conflict to most Poles, and
I do not think it occupies a great
deal of their thinking or channels
a great flow of feeling.
It is felt as a great threat to
world peace to be sure, and I
gather that most of the time
many people rather gener
ally hope that somehow the war
would stop, rather than being
greatly concerned about either
side "winning". I also feel that if

9:00
10:30

an occasional eye is cocked at
Vietnam, the gaze is much fuller
and more interested in Red
China.
CURIOUS ALLY
(China, incidentally, is said to
be sabotaging Russian and East
ern Bloc aid sent to North Viet
nam through Chinese territory,

Sy Kahn

General assembly of faculty and students; panel
presentation of the topic and the issues.
Discussion groups (approximately 100 groups of
20 persons each).

12:00-

1:00 All-university picnic lunch.
1:303 : 3 0 Discussion groups (same as before).
4 : 0 0 Formal speech by visiting lecturer — Dr. Robt.

7:30

Scalapino, chairman, Department of Political
Science, UC, Berkeley.
Informal discussion session with visiting lecturer.

The Vietnam Supplement
was edited by Paula Xanttopoulos.
The
PACIFIC
WEEKLY sincerely appreci
ates the cooperation of Jerry
B. Briscoe, Dixon Donnelly,
Donald H. Grubbs, Sy M.
Kahn, Archibald MacLeish,
Mai Van Bo, the NEW YORK
TIMES Company, the Office
of Charles Percy, Walton A.
Raitt, Eugene C. Ross, Arthur
M . Schlesinger, Jr., a n d
United Press International.
lution as a modern power) is an
over-reaction on two counts: (1)
the utter frustration with the
complexity of
Asian societal
change — the end of all slogan
ized solutions; (2) the explosion
of the myth that America's ideal
model is applicable in East Asia.
The old myths are bankrupt.
New realities must be faced and
grappled with — hopefully with
some constructive creativity.

Mayfair
Barber

Ed. Note—This letter was distributed to all faculty of the Universit
by Glenn Price, formerly of COP's Department of History. Thos
who agreed with the statement were urged to sign it and send it to th
President.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
The White House, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President,
I wish to respectfully recommend that you work towards a settle
ment of the war in Vietnam on the basis of the program propose!< I
by Senator J. William Fulbright in his recent book, The Arroganci nnis
of Power. As you know, Senator Fulbright proposes: 1) The Souti va-t
Vietnamese government should seek peace negotiations with the Na jji
tional Liberation Front; 2) Cease-fire negotiations between the Ul
and Saigon on the one side and Hanoi and the NLF on the other sets
3) And end of the bombing of the North and reduction of fighting u
the South "consistent with the security of American forces" whih
peace initiatives are underway; 4) A pledge eventually to remove U!
forces from Vietnam; 5) Negotiation among the four belligeren
parties to aim at a. cease-fire and self-determination in the South
An international conference including China to guarantee the re
sults of a future referendum on the reunification of North and
South; 7) Neutralization of South Vietnam and if possible all South
east Asia; 8) If agreement cannot be reached, consolidate US for«s
"in highly fortified defensive areas in South Vietnam and keep them
there indefinitely," as an inducement to negotiate.
I believe this set of proposals is reasonable and in the interest
of the United States, and I would like to support your efforts
stop the warfare in Vietnam on this basis.
Yours very truly,
University of the Pacific

Shop
Razor Cuts and
Hair Styling
We have 4 chairs so there
is no waiting

6103 N. El Dorado
Call 477-4283
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which gives current Ametic,
policy there a curious ally!)
The mood is signalled by
31
other joke I heard here.
President Johnson and
hnev find themselves in a Q,j
ese prison. Johnson ann0un
he will kill time by working •
his garden, and Brezhnev s'
he will do the same by Wa[M
around his Russian territory fljjh
"But," says Johnson, "what ,J I
you do in the afternoon?"
With me, personally, the p0|{
have been purposefully discree
I am never questioned abiD0U
Vietnam, by my colli
'ICagyJ
friends, students or people j
general to whom I have spokej
formally and informally, J
opened myself to questions
CONSPICUOUS ABSENCE
The absence of questions
Vietnam is conspicious; it is pj
of the Polish politeness, I thin] ipill
to a visiting foreigner and pt(
fessor, here by invitation ani
largesse of the Polish govern s I
ment. Consequently, I have litt
opportunity for American-i•sty: A
give and take on this issue
Yet, there is a mood and aljin
atmosphere, and these I have at
tempted to assess for you.
My overriding impression
feeling, aside from what I kno
of the official line and attitud
is that many Poles, like man
people everywhere, would rathe
see an end to this and all war
that world peace remain
threatened by open conflicts, an
that war, in general, be relegate
to the museum like so many ou
worn and antique human relic

W 517'
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pacific Wins3WayTrackMeet Sportswriters Select Swagerty Nor-Cal MVP
Edwards Repeats With Coach of the Year

Pacific 1st
Dan. Sheddle (C) 1st
Koerner (P) 2nd
Matt (P) 1st
Wright (P) 2nd
Stanton (P) 3rd
Haraden (P) 4th
Moroz (P) 1st
|0 Dash
Alexander (P) 2nd
Aldrich (P) 1st
High Hurdles
Grubbs (P) 2nd
Underwood (P) 1st
Mills (P) 2nd
Morrison (P) 1st
Moroz (P) 2nd
Wright (P) 3rd1
Matt (P) 4th
Pearson (P) 1st
jo Intr. Hurdles
Aldrich (P) 2nd
Castro (C) 1st
Mile
Weisbrod (P) 2nd
Hutchinson (P) 3rd
Pacific
lile Relay
Quaccia (P) 1st
kotput
Cain (P) 2nd
Mercier (P) 1st
[igh Jump
Brungess (P) 1st
ong Jump
Mercier (P) 2nd
Mercier (P) 1st
ripple Jump
Hill (P)
ole Vault
Bishop (P) 1st
ivilin
*Ties School Record

Relay

43.8
4.37

e
'I me Md

):

|a
leai
SW

k!
|m

51.8

9.8

10.0
14.9
2.05

Coach Dick Edwards and Keith
Swagerty were honored by the
Northern California Basketball
Writers Association last week.
Edwards was named "Coach
of the Year," and Swagerty was
voted "Player of the Year." Evi
dently sportswriters respect Pa-

When Edwards came to Pacific
four years ago, the cage team was
a perennial second division WCAC squad that rarely had a win
ning season. Today Pacific is
the number two team in the West
and ranked 16th nationally. That
is a record that speaks for itself.
Edwards has had a very suc
cessful coaching record before
coming to Pacific. He compiled
a 70-12 three year mark at Yreka
High School. (Jim Hill played
under Edwards then.)

21.5

40.3

At El Camino High School in

Sacramento (where Bob Krulish
first played under Edwards) he
compiled a three year total of
64-9. In his four seasons at Pa
cific, Edwards has a 73-32 record.
Keith Swagerty edged Russ
Critchfield of California by one
point for the player of the year
award. Swagerty and Critchfield
are teammates on the mythical
All West Coast team this season.
Dave Fox and Bruce Parsons
were given an honorable mention.
Fred Carpenter, Ti-Cat guard
was placed on the All Northern
California first team. Joe Perisho
was named to the second team.

3.28
48'2"
6*2"

22'1"

45'6'/s"
14' *
181'10"

Baseball
The Tigers baseball record is
now 2-2.
After a seasonal-opener loss
to Sacramento State, the Tigers
bounced back with two wins over
Sonoma State (7-0, 12-1) last
Saturday. Pacific then fell to
Stanford Tuesday 7-2. Stanford

vi :i
DICK EDWARDS
cific coaches as this is the sec
ond coach of the year award this
year to a Pacific coach. Doug
is now 8-0 for the season.
The Tigers travel to Reno this
weekend for a three game series
with Univ. of Nevada. Nevada
was last season's champion of
the Far Western Conference.

SERGIO MENDES
&BRASIL66
nnis Black, USF All Nor-Cal
irward, will lead the Dons ainst Pacific in tommorrow
jht's season finale. Pacific
beets Santa Clara tonight.

Scovil was named football coach
of the year last fall.
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PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
PHARMACY, Ph.D.

APRIL 1st

Play it smart in the trim ivy
styling of A-1 Tapers slacks!
There's a gallery of sharp
NO-IROIM fabrics and new
colors for guys who
insist on the authentic!

824 BENJAMIN HOLT DRIVE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

RESEARCH, QUALITY CONTROL

MEDICAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
VETERINARY SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

TICKETS—Miracle Music—Stkn.

ED Tapers

VILLAGE HONDA

Norton - Ducati - Montesa
Service

SCIENCE, BUSINESS, LIBERAL ARTS, B.S.
This year's graduating students will be involved in many areas of activity at Syntex.
We are a rapidly expanding ethical pharmaceutical company located on the beautiful San
Francisco peninsula.
An outstanding international research reputation is being established by today's young
scientists in steroid chemistry, molecular and hormone biology, and pharmaceutical develop
ment.
Major contributions have been made to medical science, including highly effective new
anti-inflammatory medicines and the s,ynthesis of the first orally active progestational agent
which became a basic ingredient in oral contraceptives.

This creative environment also in

cludes institutes of clinical medicine and animal health, a new pharmaceutical production
complex, and an international pharmaceutical and veterinary marketing organization.
If you are interested in exploring our research, quality control, or pharmaceutical re
search and development opportunities in Palo Alto, or in learning more about detailing op
portunities with physicians and veterinarians throughout the United States, arrange today
for an interview with our representatives. They will be on campus March 14, 1967.
If an interview cannot be arranged, we would be delighted to receive your resume or inquiry. Robert
P. Dillcs, Empliyment Manager.

Palo Alto, California

Stanford Industrial Park

At nearby campus stores,
or write: A-1 Kotzin Co.,
1300 Santee Street,
Los Angeles, California 90015

SYNTEX
An Equal Opportunity Employer
—

PACIFIC
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Tiger Guide
Friday, March 10
Basketball — Santa Clara
(there)
Y Film, "The Magnificent
Seven"
IFC
Rush
Dance
(9-12:30,
AKL)
Baseball: U of Nevada (3 p.m.
there)
West Hall Car Rally, "Trials
of the Tiger's Trail," (7-11 p.m.)
Saturday, March 11
Basketball — USF (there)
Selective Service exams
Baseball: U. of Nevada (1,
there)
IFC rush dance, Phi Tau (912:30)
Sunday, March 12
Delta Gamma Parlor Party (35 p.m.)
Pharmacy Open house, Dinner
for Mothers (7:00 p.m.)
Monday, March 13
End of first scholarship report
period
Tuesday, March 14
Senior recital — (8:15) —
Charlene Brendler
Baseball: Fresno State
(1,
there)
Golf — UOP vs USF — there
Chapel — Virginia Short Mc
Laughlin — special Easter
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Grubbs, Raymond Mcllvenna,
Glenn Price, Walt Raitt, and

sity, unified over common con
cerns and common interests.
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drifter four years of college, why settle
for just a job? Pacific Telephone
can offer you a career

Quakers Meet Here
The Religious Society of
Friends, better known as the
"Quakers", will present a pro
gram for interested students Sun
day evening at 6:30 at the Top
O' the Y. Featured speaker will
be Marshall Palley, College Sec
retary of the American Friends
Service Committee for this area,
who will explain opportunities
for summer service or longer in
ternational service assignments
with that organization. Individ
uals who would like to confer
with Marshall about personal as
signments will find
him in the
lounge at 5 p.m.
Among the local Quarkers who
will be on hand to discuss the
peace testimony and other as
pects of Friends' beliefs and prac
tices, will be Walt Raitt, David
Bruner, Randolph Hutchins, Bill
Byron, and James Riddles.

Gretchen Kemp, B.A., 1966, in Psychology,
California State College at Long Beach.

Irene Barr, B.A., 1966, in English and History, at
California State College at Los Angeles.

Gretchen is the Assistant Traffic Operating
Manager in the Compton Toll Office. She is pres
ently training 25 operators and two supervisors,
as well as maintaining their personnel records.
At regular intervals, Gretchen has the responsi
bility for the entire office of 100 people.

Irene, Business Office Supervisor, works in the
Capitol district. Her main duties are providing
service and information for 12,196 telephone cus
tomers, plus being responsible for the collection
of $260,000 every month. Irene also has training
responsibilities for five Customer Representatives.

Jane Gould, B.S., 1966, in Business Administra
tion, University of California at Los Angeles.

Diana Morey, B.A., 1966, in Psychology, Occi
dental College.

Jane is putting her college business training to
good use as a Revenue Accounting Supervisor
for Pacific Telephone in Los Angeles. In addition
to working with computers, she is responsible for
16 people, including their training and personnel
records. Jane also does special studies for im
proving computer systems.

Diana, who is presently a management trainee,
will soon become an Assistant Traffic Operating
Manager with 20 people reporting directly to her.
She'll be responsible for their training, develop
ment, and performance. When Diana completes
her training, her main responsibility will be pro
moting excellent customer service.

COMPONENTS
RECORDS
TV
SERVICE

MAKE A DATE TO SEE OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE. YOU MAY LEARN
A LOT YOU NEVER KNEW ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AT PACIFIC TELEPHONE
INTERVIEWING:
SEE OUR MAN ON CAMPUS APRIL 1 6
6130 PACIFIC AVENUE

jSk\ Pacific Telephone

PHONE 477-0082
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

In Marengo Center
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